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Summary points

• Thanks to continued partisan gridlock, major congressional action on energy is unlikely after the 2012 elections. However, this could change if there is a deal to address the budget deficit or if one party makes significant gains in seats.

• Domestic oil and natural gas production will continue to grow under either Barack Obama or Mitt Romney.

• A second Obama administration would be likely to seek to accelerate the commercialization and deployment of clean energy through a mix of tax incentives, encouraging private financing, and regulation of conventional and climate pollutants.

• A Romney administration would be likely to focus on increasing domestic conventional energy production by reducing environmental regulation, particularly on coal-burning power plants, and opening more public land to oil and natural gas development. Excluding basic research, government incentives for clean energy would be likely to be eliminated.

Introduction

In 2008, the price of natural gas in the United States was roughly $8 per thousand cubic feet (tcf),\(^1\) coal was used to generate more than 47 per cent of all electricity,\(^2\) and there was a consensus among Democrats and Republicans that climate change was real, caused by humans, and needed to be addressed immediately. It seemed only a matter of time before the country adopted a cap-and-trade system similar to one backed by both parties’ presidential nominees.

Four years later, the energy landscape has changed dramatically. Cap-and-trade is on the ash heap of history, and climate change and clean energy have become enormously politicized. The price of natural gas has dropped as low as $2.25 per tcf\(^3\) thanks to the hydraulic fracturing drilling process (fracking) that has given the United States access to more than 500 trillion cubic feet of natural gas and sent domestic coal use into a precipitous decline. That same fracking technology has led to a domestic oil boom, with imports dropping to 42 per cent of use, the lowest level in two decades.\(^4\) Clean energy, particularly wind and solar, also saw a boom in the early years of the Obama administration thanks to the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA).

The growth in domestic shale oil and gas production seems inevitable. But the broader future of US energy faces much more uncertainty. There are enormous differences in how the two candidates would approach regulation of energy production and generation, climate change and America’s competition in the global clean energy race. Polling shows that these issues will have little impact on the decisions voters make.\(^5\) But they will have enormous implications for the price and source of the energy Americans consume, the success of America’s energy industries and the fate of international efforts to stem climate change.

---

Background

Over the past four years, energy issues have been hotly debated in Congress. But with the economy struggling to recover from the recession, few voters placed much importance on such issues as addressing climate change or developing renewable energy. Despite the lack of attention from the general public, however, an energy transformation has taken place within the country.

In 2008, both major parties’ presidential nominees supported the concept of an economy-wide cap-and-trade system to reduce carbon emissions. In 2009, as cap-and-trade passed the Democratic-controlled House, an economy-wide plan seemed likely to get enacted into law and transform the energy sector. Cap-and-trade, however, died in the Senate under the weight of its own complexity and Republican attacks claiming that it was little more than a massive energy tax that would hurt voters already struggling from the recession.

The failure of cap-and-trade left climate advocates with few other arrows in their quiver. Climate change and energy policy became deeply politicized, with belief in man-made climate change far lower among Republicans (28 per cent) than Democrats (57 per cent). Many Republican elected officials and voters staunchly opposed any government assistance for greenhouse gas reduction efforts, whether through loan guarantees, grants or tax incentives for renewables.

The politicization of clean energy comes at the end of a period of massive growth in the sector. In his first term, Obama provided more than $67 billion dollars in funding through ARRA to develop and deploy clean energy technologies. This, coupled with state-level requirements for the use of renewable energy, led to a 110 per cent increase in solar generation and a 116 per cent growth in wind generation in the United States between 2008 and 2011. The end of ARRA funding and Republican opposition to the continuation of tax incentives for renewables are likely to result in a significant drop in clean energy growth in 2013, particularly for the wind industry.

Domestic oil and natural gas production also saw a boom over the last four years, thanks to deepwater drilling for oil and hydraulic fracturing. Even the 2010 Macondo well disaster, which killed eleven people and leaked 4.9 million barrels of oil into the Gulf of Mexico, has had little impact on oil production. Despite a temporary moratorium on deepwater drilling after the disaster, 2011 crude oil production levels in the United States exceeded those of the previous eight years. This growth in production, along with decreased demand owing to economic conditions and improvements in the fuel efficiency of cars and trucks, has helped the United States come much closer to the elusive, but politically popular, goal of eliminating reliance on foreign oil. Imports fell from 57 per cent of total oil needs in 2008 to only 42 per cent in 2012. If the trends of increased production and improved vehicle efficiency continue, imports are projected to drop to as little as 36 per cent of total US oil consumption.

Production of natural gas has also soared, sending the price tumbling from $10.36 per tcf in June 2008 to $2.54 in June 2012. The low price has driven a massive switch in the electricity sector from coal to natural gas and a revival of domestic manufacturing, particularly in the chemical industry. But natural gas fracking is not without controversy. Some of the local communities where natural gas deposits are being developed have raised concerns about the environmental and public health impact of fracking, leading New York and other states to slow development and even consider banning the process.
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The politicization of energy and the rapid changes in the domestic energy landscape alone mean major changes in national energy policy are unlikely over the next four years. This could be made even more challenging by the federal government’s need to get the mounting debt crisis under control. Any grand bargain to reduce the budget deficit would be likely to eliminate many of the tax incentives that allies of either fossil fuels or renewable and clean energy have used to try to expand their market share through government policy. This leaves regulatory policy issued by the next president as the strongest agent of change at the federal level. The result of the election could mean more environmental regulation to move America further away from coal and towards cleaner forms of energy, or it could mean a lightening of the regulatory load imposed over the last four years in an attempt to increase domestic oil and gas production even further and slow coal’s decline.

Policy positions

A second Obama term

The regulatory and budget decisions made by his administration provide a roadmap for what to expect if Obama is re-elected. In the short term, he would be focused on increasing domestic production of oil and natural gas outside environmentally sensitive areas such as the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. At the same time, his administration would continue to build the regulatory framework to de-carbonize energy and address climate change.

The United States would continue to see an increase in oil development from domestic and Canadian deposits over the next four years. The president has publicly supported the concept of the Keystone XL pipeline, and most expect that he will approve a route through the United States to the Gulf Coast. Similar growth in production should be anticipated from natural gas. The president has repeatedly highlighted the benefits of shale gas and formed a taskforce to streamline drilling regulation. It is also expected that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission will approve at least some applications to build liquefied natural gas export facilities, creating additional demand for domestic production.

Obama has been explicit in his desire to accelerate America’s efforts to address climate change in his second term. While a price on carbon is unlikely, there are other options, such as the recent finalization of new auto efficiency standards that will jump to 54.5 miles per gallon in 2025. If a deal on the deficit is reached and an economic recovery is evident, the president may also revisit a national clean energy standard, but it is hard to see this being done early in a second term.

Coal will not fare as well as oil and natural gas in a second Obama term. While low-priced natural gas and recent anti-pollution regulation are the primary causes of coal’s decline, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) may accelerate the process by proposing a new rule to regulate greenhouse gas emissions from existing power plants sometime after the election. This will make it harder for existing coal plants to operate, furthering America’s transition to natural gas. This rule would also drive additional use of renewables such as hydro-electricity in states with high renewable portfolio standards.

---

14 The EPA revised rules to give drillers flexibility in complying with air and water regulations, and the Department of Interior recently issued a proposed rule that gives drillers more latitude in complying with fracking fluid disclosure requirements.
Nuclear energy’s fate is less certain. Obama has voiced strong support for its expansion, and the first new reactors in the United States for more than 30 years are now being built. The market, however, makes it difficult for any more plants to be built regardless of the level of presidential support.

Under Obama, the government will continue to provide funding to the private sector to develop clean energy, albeit with far lower levels than it received during the heyday of ARRA in 2009–11. The president has expressed his desire for the continuation of the Production Tax Credit and Investment Tax Credit that provide financing for the deployment of wind and solar generation. If approved by Congress, which is by no means certain, this would result in sustained solar expansion and an estimated 20GW of additional wind capacity. Obama’s 2013 budget increased funding for research and development at the Department of Energy by 7 per cent.

A Romney presidency

Romney’s positions on energy are far less specific than Obama’s. He has, however, made energy independence one of the main tenets of his presidential campaign, focusing on reducing the burden of federal regulations that restrict production of all domestic sources of energy, particularly oil, natural gas and coal. The energy plan released by his campaign in August 2012 highlights regulatory adjustments meant to maximize extraction of oil and gas offshore and on private and public lands.

Romney has set a goal of North American energy independence by the year 2020, an aggressive target that he proposes to meet with increased domestic production in the Gulf of Mexico, production in new areas of Alaska and off the Atlantic coast, turning regulation of energy production on federal lands over to state authorities, and the rapid completion of the Keystone XL pipeline that would bring Canadian oil to US refineries. He has said for most of the campaign that he would seek to maintain tax incentives for oil and gas producers, arguing that they are critical to continuing strong domestic production. However, Romney has recently equivocated on this position, saying that all tax incentives will be on the table for deficit reduction.

Romney has been equally supportive of utilizing America’s vast coal reserves, advocating rolling back regulations that restrict coal-mining and emissions at power plants. While the courts have affirmed that EPA regulations limiting greenhouse gas emissions from new coal-fired power plants are in keeping with the Clean Air Act, Romney has suggested he would seek to have the act revised so as to exclude carbon dioxide from its jurisdiction, allowing existing coal plants to operate without additional pollution controls and new plants to be built. He has been equally supportive of nuclear energy, stating that he would like to streamline regulations to reduce the cost of building new reactors. However, he has stopped short of supporting government financing assistance, something the industry has said it needs in order to expand.

Romney’s energy policies are driven, in part, by his publicly stated doubts about anthropogenic climate change. He has been critical of Obama’s efforts to lower America’s greenhouse gas emissions in an attempt to address the issue. The complete omission of climate change from his energy plan would also make it much more difficult for a Romney administration to justify support of a carbon tax, despite the fact that at least some of his top economic advisers have advocated such a policy.

Basic research and development for energy would continue under a Romney administration. He has also stated his support for deployment of all energy sources, including wind and solar, when they are competitive with other fuels. But many of the federal incentives for mature renewable technologies, along with funding for commercialization, would be in doubt. Romney has made it

clear that he wants to minimize government interference in the market, and specifically to stop ‘picking winners and losers’ with federal policy. That is why he has called for an end to the production tax credit that supports wind energy, saying that technologies such as solar and wind should stand on their own without this subsidy. The fate of the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) and other energy innovation programmes is less clear, although the budgets proposed by Republican vice-presidential nominee Paul Ryan would reduce funding. Romney has also remained consistent in his criticism of the new vehicle emissions and fuel efficiency standards set by the federal government, which he views as ‘extreme,’ although it is unclear how he would roll back these politically popular standards.

International implications

If Congress remains as divided and unproductive as it has over the past two years, energy policy will be limited to initiatives that fall within the powers of the White House. While not nearly as versatile as the legislative branch, the executive does offer certain tools that could be used to shape policy, such as regulations, executive orders and the ability to adjust (or cease) the enforcement of pre-existing laws in certain instances. Regardless of any limitations of the presidency, there could be very real implications for the international community depending on who fills the office.

Both candidates will push for energy ‘independence’ – Romney through increased domestic production and Obama through a combination of production, fuel efficiency and promotion of alternatives such as biofuels and electric vehicles. But neither will bring the country anywhere close to complete independence within the next four years.

As long as the United States relies on any substantial quantity of oil from any part of the world, it will be affected by prices on the global oil market and – like any other country – it will attempt to shape geopolitics to serve its best interest. But unlike any other country, it has the largest military force in the world and has shown a willingness to assert itself diplomatically and/or militarily to protect foreign supplies of oil. Given its greatly reduced dependency on oil from the Middle East, the United States might be less inclined to exercise its costly military power in response to events that threaten to disrupt exports from that particular area of the world. Ultimately, the decision to intervene in these cases tends to be made by the president, with or without the cooperation of Congress.

With roughly 18 per cent of global greenhouse gas emissions, the United States is the world’s second-largest contributor to climate change after China. Global climate initiatives hinge on America’s willingness to substantially cut its own emissions and engage in international efforts that will bring other major emitters to the table. How it engages in this process will differ dramatically depending on the occupant of the White House. International negotiations have struggled in recent years. A second Obama term could see the president trying to revive or redirect America’s contribution to these efforts, while a Romney administration would most likely allow the negotiations to further wither.

The difference between Obama’s and Romney’s respective approaches to promoting domestic industries and innovation could also make a difference on a global level. With the help of the federal government, the United States pioneered many of the technologies that have revolutionized energy production around the world, including solar photovoltaic, hydraulic fracturing and nuclear fission. But fiscal restraint will require difficult choices to be made across the government’s budget, including in research and development. Both candidates support tax incentives to encourage R&D in the private sector, but their assessment of whether and how to help industries secure financing or encourage demand will differ sharply – as will the subsequent results. If America lags behind in

innovation, so too will the technology transfer that has been so transformative for economies all around the world.

The outcome of the presidential election could also have an impact on the global trade of energy technologies. The current administration has moved aggressively to challenge Chinese government practices that provide subsidies to Chinese manufacturers of solar and wind components – something it sees as disadvantaging US manufacturers. Both candidates have pledged to push back on unfair trade practices, which could affect the outcome of similar efforts led by European firms, and could increase tensions in global clean energy trade.26

Conclusion

While energy is not a top-tier issue for the American public, Obama and Romney present very different visions for how the United States will generate and consume energy over the next four years – and perhaps set the stage for the next twenty. They provide a clear choice for American voters and explicit differences for international onlookers seeking to understand the path the country might take in 2013 and beyond. Either will have a significant impact on oil and natural gas supplies on the world market and, at least as important, on the likelihood that the world will make progress in reducing greenhouse gas emissions before 2020.
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